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#1 New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brownâ€™s Rainwater, a tender historical novel set

in Great Depression-era Texas, is now available unabridged for only $14.99. The year is 1934. With

the country in the stranglehold of drought and economic depression, Ella Barron runs her Texas

boardinghouse with an efficiency that ensures her life will be kept in balance. She also cares for her

ten-year-old son, Solly, a sweet but challenging child whose misunderstood behavior finds Ella on

the receiving end of pity, derision, and suspicion. David Rainwater arrives at the house looking for

lodging but Ella senses that admitting him will bring about unsettling changes. However, times are

hard, so Mr. Rainwater moves in and impacts her life in ways Ella could never have foreseen.The

changes are echoed by the turbulence beyond the house walls. Friends and neighbors now face

financial ruin and in an effort to save their families from homelessness and hunger, are forced to

make heart-rending choices. The climate of desperation creates a fertile atmosphere for racial

tensions and social unrest. Conrad Ellisâ€”privileged and spoiled and Ellaâ€™s nemesis since

childhoodâ€”steps into this arena of teeming hostility to exact his vengeance and demonstrate the

extent of his blind hatred and unlimited cruelty. He and his gang of hoodlums come to embody the

rule of law, and no one in Gilead, Texas, is safe. Particularly Ella and Solly. In this hotbed of

uncertainty, Ella finds Mr. Rainwater a calming presence. Slowly, she begins to rely on his

soft-spokenness, his restraint, and the steely resolve of his convictions. And on the hottest, most

violent night of the summer, those principles will be put to the ultimate test.
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True to her tradition of writing great books --- with over 50 bestselling titles to date --- author Sandra

Brown releases another first-rate novel, RAINWATER, this time in the historical fiction genre. In the

novel's background, familiar scenes from the Great Depression recall the dire situation for farmers

who found themselves in the Dust Bowl of the '30s. In the foreground, a tender love story is borne

out of hardship.It is in the countryside of Gilead that Ella Barron runs her boardinghouse. Families

she knows are struggling, and some have become homeless. Money is tight, yet Ella works hard to

keep her place full. She splits her daily time working and caring for her disabled 10-year-old son,

Solly. The boy's situation is complicated as doctors aren't really sure what's wrong; his disease

leaves him unable to communicate but causes an odd fixation on order. There is no cure for Solly's

malady, and Ella would never consider sending him away. Her days are spent trudging forward,

taking life day by day.Summertime brings change as Ella takes in a new boarder, Mr. David

Rainwater. Introduced by the town doctor, it seems Ella was drawn to him from the start. Sensing a

change of the tides, Ella is intent on keeping her distance. She defies her instincts until the man

makes an astounding discovery about her son. One afternoon, in an effort to get to know the child

better, Mr. Rainwater seeks out Solly's company. The two play simple games in solitude, and while

playing dominoes, the child does something intriguing: under no direction whatsoever, he lines up

dominoes in numerical order. This seems a minor achievement until one recognizes the discovery

for what it is: a definite demonstration of reasoning ability in a child many presumed to have no

intelligence. Mr.
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